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ABSTRACT
Trajectory-based services require continuous user location
sensing. GPS is the most common outdoor location sensor
on mobile devices. However, the high energy consumption
of GPS sensing prohibits it to be used continuously in many
applications. In this paper, we propose a Low Energy As-
sisted Positioning (LEAP) solution that carefully partitions
the GPS signal processing pipeline and shifts delay tolerant
position calculations to the cloud. The GPS receiver only
needs to be on for less than a second to collect the sub-
millisecond level propagation delay for each satellites signal.
With a reference to a nearby object, such as a cell tower, the
LEAP server can infer the rest of the information necessary
to perform GPS position calculation. We analyze the accu-
racy and energy benefit of LEAP and use real user traces to
show that LEAP can save up to 80% GPS energy consump-
tion in typical trajectory-based service scenarios.
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INTRODUCTION
GPS receivers are ubiquitous in smart phones today. Loca-
tion is a dominant user context information for many mobile
applications, such as traffic, navigation, search, advertising,
social networking, and personal reminders. While some ap-
plications are satisfied with a single location fix — e.g. the
current latitude and longitude of the device — many context-
aware services require or can take advantage of continuous
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location traces. We call these services trajectory-based ser-
vices (TBS). In TBS, a mobile device collects a time series
of location information, and possibly sends them to a cloud
server at once, to obtain services.

For example, many crowd sourcing applications for traffic
[11], popular destinations [8], or cab sharing [5] require users
to upload their trajectory periodically to the server for anal-
ysis. In Place-Its [14] and for location based reminders [10],
the device needs to continuously monitor the user’s location
to deliver reminders or offers. In Predestination [7], the au-
thors show the possibility of predicting people’s destination
based on a short driving trajectory. Base on such prediction,
a mobile search engine can return local businesses in users’
driving direction rather than those behind them. Trajectories
can also help validate users’ current locations by imposing
physical constraints. When a person “checks in” at a loca-
tion (e.g. using services like Foursquare1), the immediate
past trajectory gives the service provider more confidence
that the user is not lying about the current location.

There are several ways for a smart phone to obtain its cur-
rent location, for example through the GPS receiver, WiFi
or Bluetooth signatures, Cell tower ID or signal strength tri-
angulation, etc. Among them, GPS-based positioning gives
the best accuracy and best out-door coverage. However, it
is well known that continuous GPS sensing is energy con-
suming, and that a typical smart phone will drain its battery
completely in less than half a day with always-on GPS [9,
12, 19, 4]. Several techniques are proposed in the literature
to reduce the overhead of continuous location sensing: 1) by
using alternative sensors if the accuracy requirement is not
high [9]; 2) by turning on the GPS only when significant mo-
tion is detected [12]; or 3) by combining multiple location
requests from the application layer together [19]. However,
in all the previous work, a GPS receiver is treated as a black
box that outputs user coordinates at certain energy expenses.

In this paper, we take a deep look at the principle and pro-
cessing stages of GPS receivers and propose a new opera-
tion mode for mobile GPS sensing, called Low Energy As-
sisted Positioning (LEAP). In the LEAP mode, a GPS re-
ceiver can shut down most of its internal components and

1http://www.foursquare.com



heavily duty cycle its RF front-end. Instead of decoding time
stamps from satellite signals, performing Least Square lo-
cation computation, and outputting the (latitude, longitude,
altitude) locations, LEAP only outputs the sub-millisecond
parts of the time-of-flight (ToF) of the GPS signals2. These
sub-millisecond parts of ToF, called code phases (CP), can
be detected easily without decoding any information from
the satellite packets.

Using a technique known as coarse-time navigation (CTN)
[16], for each set of the CPs from every visible satellite, to-
gether with a known location of a nearby object (e.g. the cell
tower that the phone locks to), a server can easily compute
the locations for the mobile device, or provide location/trajec-
tory-based services. Thus, LEAP does not require any hard-
ware change to current GSP sensors. It only needs access-
ing low level CP data and controlling receiver duty cycling,
which we argue, should be made available by current GPS
receivers.

LEAP can be classified as a type of Mobile Station Assisted
GPS (MS-A AGPS or AGPS-A). However, compared to typ-
ical AGPS-A, which sends either the raw data or decoded
pseudorange (full ToF) to a server, LEAP carefully manages
which part of GPS sensing and computation must be done
in the receiver, while others can be deferred to the cloud.
Although the idea applies to any delay tolerant location cal-
culation, such as photo tagging and single instance location-
based services, the benefit is most significant for TBS when
a set of CPs can be sent to the cloud at once to amortize the
communication cost. Given that energy cost of communicat-
ing a packet over a 3G link is comparable to obtaining a GPS
fix, LEAP is not a replacement for current GPS receivers
when the user only needs to obtain a single instantaneous
location coordinate locally.

We analyze the duty cycle period for LEAP mode and use
real traces to evaluate accuracy and energy savings for using
LEAP. We show that with 10ms code phases, LEAP gives
±40m location error. With 300ms code phases, LEAP can
be as accurate as a standalone GPS. For typical TBS such as
trace logging and local social networking (such as Google
Latitude), LEAP can save up to 80% energy on GPS sensing
than regular GPS.

The rest of the paper is organized as following. We first
give a brief background on the GPS signals and GPS receiver
principles. Then, we present the LEAP solution based on
a coarse-time navigation technique. We examine LEAP’s
energy benefit by analyzing the timing and data rate at each
GPS processing stage. LEAP is evaluated both for accuracy
depending on receiver active duration and for energy saving
using real user traces and two representative TBS scenarios.

GPS BASICS
We start with a brief (and much simplified) description of
how GPS systems work. For a more formal treatment of the
principles of GPS and A-GPS, please refer to [6, 16].
2The time it takes for the GPS signal to travel from the satellite to
the GPS receiver is typically 75ms

GPS Signals
A GPS receiver obtains its location from receiving and pro-
cessing digital communication signals sent from GPS satel-
lites. There are 31 GPS satellites or space vehicles (SVs),
each orbiting the earth two cycles a day. A set of ground
stations monitor satellites’ trajectory and health, and send
the satellite parameters to the satellites. In particular, there
are two kinds of trajectory information: the almanac, which
contains the coarse orbit and status information, and the ephe-
meris, which contains the precise information of satellite tra-
jectory. All satellites are time synchronized to within a few
nanoseconds.

1.575GHz 

50 bps 

1023 kbps 
repeat every 1ms 

Figure 1. An illustration of GPS signal modulation scheme.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the satellites simultaneously and
continuously broadcast time and orbit information through
CDMA signals at 1.575GHz towards the earth. The trans-
mission data rate is at merely 50 bps. Apart from the data,
each satellite encodes this signal (CDMA encoding) using a
satellite specific C/A code of length 1023 chips at 1023 kbps.
Thus, the C/A code repeats every millisecond resulting in 20
repetitions of the C/A code during each data bit sent.

A full data packet from a satellite broadcast is 30 seconds
long, containing 5 six-second long frames, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. A frame has a preamble, called Telemetry Word (TLM),
and a time stamp, called Handover Word (HOW). Ephemeris
of the transmitting satellite and the almanac of all satellites
are contained in each data packet. In other words, a precise
time stamp can be decoded every 6 seconds, and the high
accuracy satellite trajectory can be decoded every 30 sec-
onds. The ephemeris information is constantly updated by
the ground stations. In theory, the ephemeris data included
in the SV broadcast is only valid for 30 minutes.

These data rates explain why standalone GPS may take about
30 seconds or more to obtain a location fix, since all infor-
mation has to be received and decoded from the satellite sig-
nals. In mobile devices, the course-grained satellite trajec-
tory parameters are downloaded from a server. Thus, a low
accuracy time to first fix (TTFF) can be reduced to 6s.

GPS Receiving
In order to compute its location, a typical GPS receiver needs
three pieces of information: 1) a time stamp 3 2) the satel-
3When the time differences between the receiver and the satellites
are within a few seconds, the receiver time can be another variable
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Figure 2. The frame content of a GPS packet of length 1500 bits

lites’ orbits at the time, and 3) the approximated distances
(called the pseudorange) from each satellite to the receiver
at the time. Among those, the key is to obtain the pseudor-
anges, which are computed from the time of flight of the RF
signals from each satellite to the receiver.

The RF signals travel 64 to 89 milliseconds from a satellite
to earth surface. Notice that light travels 300 km/ms. So in
order to obtain an accurate position, the receiver must track
time to the microsecond level. The millisecond part (NMS)
and the sub-millisecond (subMS) parts of the propagation
time are detected very differently. While NMS is decoded
from the packet frames, the subMS propagation time is de-
tected at the C/A code level using correlations.
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Figure 3. A simplified illustration of GPS processing stages

Figure 3 shows a simplified diagram of different stages of
GPS signal processing and location calculation. When the
GPS receiver is just turned on, it has no information on what
SVs are visible and their code phases 4.

• The Acquisition stage is run when the GPS receiver starts
up. The goal of the Acquisition phase is to start receiv-
ing the data transmitted by the SVs visible to the GPS
receiver by correctly decoding the received signal. Ac-
quisition phase also measures the Code Phase values as a
byproduct. To decode the data from a given satellite, three
unknowns have to be estimated.

in Least Square optimization.
4in A-GPS, the visible SVs are included in the assisted information,
but the receiver still need to acquire the satellites to lock to them.

First, it is necessary to determine if the given satellite is
visible to the receiver. The presence of a given satellite
can be determined by detecting the presence of its C/A
code in the received GPS signal. Second, although the
satellites transmissions are centered around a 1.575GHz
carrier frequency, the signals from different satellites re-
ceived at the GPS receiver deviate from this due to the
Doppler frequency shift caused by the relative motion be-
tween the satellites and the receiver. It is necessary to
determine these Doppler shifts to decode the data from
a given satellite. Third, since the satellite signal is en-
coded by a 1023 bit C/A code, the received signal has to
be decoded by multiplying it with the C/A code of the cor-
responding satellite at the correct time instance (CDMA
decodings). Although the C/A codes are well known, the
exact timing of when the signals should be multiplied is
unknown and it depends on the receiver position. Since
the C/A codes repeats every 1ms this unknown fractional
ms time represents the Code Phase of the corresponding
satellite.

If the receiver has no knowledge of the current SV ar-
rangement in the sky and the precise time, it needs to
search through all possible C/A codes, Doppler frequency
shifts, and code phases. In typical GPS hardware, it can
takes 30 seconds to finish acquisition. This is a relatively
expensive operation, so A-GPS helps this process by pro-
viding the visible SV information off line. However, it is
still necessary to complete the frequency and code search
for each SV in view.

• Once the satellite signals are acquired, the receiver en-
ters a relatively inexpensive Tracking stage, which keeps
feedback loops to adjust phase locks and delay locks and
maintain the code phases in the receiver in sync with those
from the satellites. In the continuous mode, the tracking
loop runs every millisecond.

• With correct tracking, the receiver can decode the packets
sent by the SVs. In general, without assistance informa-
tion, the receiver needs to decode SV ephemeris every 30
minutes (its valid time span) and time stamps every 6 sec-
onds. Decoding is energy consuming since it has to run
tracking continuously for the packet duration in order to
receive all the bits. With A-GPS, the receiver is not re-
quired to decode ephemeris, but it must still decode HOW.

• Given ephemeris and propagation delays obtained from
code phase and HOW, the GPS receiver performs posi-
tion calculation using constraint optimization techniques,
such as Least Square minimization. This is usually done
on the phone’s main processor. With receivers’ latitude,
longitude, altitude, and precise time, the receiver needs a
minimum of 4 SVs in view.

It is important to understand the data rates at each stage
of processing. While baseband C/A code has a bit rate of
1.023Mbps, the signals are typically oversampled at 8MHz
to achieve better code phase estimation. A code phase (subMS)
can be computed from any 1ms of the baseband signal. Once
computed, it requires only 2 bytes per satellite (10-bit Code
Phase and 6-bit satellite ID) to represent it. On the other



hand, it takes 6 or 30 seconds to decode packet contents from
the signals. During which time, the tracking circuits of the
receiver cannot be turned off. Thus, as we will realize in the
next section, code phases are the most efficient information
to represent the device location when other information can
be obtained separately.

Energy Analysis
The energy consumption of typical GPS sensing consists of
two parts — (1) the GPS receiver that needs to acquire, track,
and decode the signals sent from the GPS satellites, and (2)
the main processor that controls the receiver and performs
position calculation.

As a concrete example, consider the energy use for a GPS
receiver on an HTC HD2 smartphone. We placed the mobile
phone in a sleep state and ran a background service to use
only the GPS receiver and obtain a location fix. The power
draw during a location sensing period is shown in Figure 4.
In this mode, aside from the nominal power usage of the
phone for maintaining network presence (7.3mW in the fig-
ure), the only other energy used is that for GPS based lo-
cation sensing, consisting of the GPS receiver chip-set, the
phone’s main processor, and the minimal supplemental cir-
cuitry required to power the two former components. Ignor-
ing the power bursts during activating and de-activating the
system, the power draw during location sensing is 387mW.
This is consistent with other measurements of phone based
GPS energy consumption performed on other devices. To
place this number in perspective, a typical phone battery ca-
pacity of 1000mAh will allow such a GPS receiver to operate
continuously for only 9.5 hours, assuming that the phone is
not used for anything else.

Sensing duration: 10.304s 

7.3mW 

387.2mW 

Figure 4. Power trace showing phone energy use for GPS location sens-
ing.

LEAP SOLUTION
The fundamental idea of LEAP is to use coarse-time nav-
igation (CTN) [16] techniques to trade off between local
GPS signal processing and communicating sufficient data
to the cloud. CTN, also called instant GPS, is a known
GPS technique, which have unfortunately received little at-
tention. One reason for this is that standalone GPS does not
have a communication link to the cloud. Another reason is
that CTN does not necessarily improve TTFF, which has so
far been the primary optimization goal for mobile GPS de-
sign. However, it provides the best foundation for partition-
ing GPS receiving stages between the device and the cloud.

Coarse-Time Navigation
Coarse-time navigation does not require decoding any data
from satellite packets. Instead, the GPS receiver only needs
to compute the code phase (CP) for each visible SV and have
a reference to a known “nearby” location. The key insight
is that since light travels at 300 km/ms, two locations close
enough to each other (e.g. within 150km) will observe the
same NMS, modulo the boundary conditions that can be dis-
ambiguated by snapping the CP to the nearest integer.

GPS location estimation involves 4 unknowns–the (x, y, z)
coordinates of the GPS receiver and the precise time. Solv-
ing for these 4 unknowns requires a minimum of 4 visi-
ble satellites. However, CTN adds another source of error,
called coarse time error, due the lack of a precise time ref-
erence on the receiver side. Correcting this error requires
an additional visible satellite, making it necessary to have 5
visible satellites for computing location. We use the coarse
time error model described in [16] to correct this error.

Even though the millisecond part of the pseudorange can
be estimated by the initial position and the coarse-time, any
small error on this estimate can lead to a very inaccurate po-
sition calculation. For instance, an error of 1ms produces
results about 300 km away from the actual location. Integer
rollover is the main source of such errors during the esti-
mation process. Van Diggelen [16] proposes the following
method to reconstruct the full pseudoranges avoiding the in-
teger rollover problem. The travel time can be written as

NMS(k) + ϕ(k) = τ (k) − δ(k)t + b+ ε(k) (1)

= τ̂ (k) − d(k) − δ(k)t + b+ ε(k) (2)

where NMS(k) and ϕ(k) are the millisecond and sub-milli-
second components of the transmission delay to the satellite
k, respectively, τ (k) is the actual travel time corresponding
to the satellite k, δ(k)t is the satellite clock errors obtained
from the ephemeris at the a priori coarse time for the satellite
k, b is the common bias, and ε(k) represents some unknown
errors (tropospheric model error and other stochastic errors).

As τ (k) is unknown, it can be written as τ (k) = τ̂ (k) − d(k),
where τ̂ (k) is the estimated travel time from the a priori po-
sition at the coarse time of transmission, and d(k) is the error
in τ̂ (k). The method involves the selection of a reference
satellite, k = 0, where NMS(0) = round(τ̂ (0) − ϕ(0))
is the millisecond part of the pseudorange of the reference
SV5. This value is used to reconstruct the millisecond travel
time of all other satellites relative to the reference satellite.
Thus, if we subtract the Eq. (2) from the reference satellite
full travel time we get

NMS(k) = NMS(0) + ϕ(0) − ϕ(k)

+
(
τ̂ (k) − d(k) − δ(k)t + b+ ε(k)

)
−

(
τ̂ (0) − d(0) − δ(0)t + b+ ε(0)

)
(3)

5[16] recommends the use of the highest satellite in view as refer-
ence, and provides a good reason for that
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We still do not know the values of d(0) and d(k), but consid-
ering that we have an initial position and coarse time close
to the correct values (about 100 km and 1min), the order of
magnitude of (−d(k) + ε(k) + d(0) − ε(0)) is less than about
150 km, thus, we can correctly estimate NMS(k) by

NMS(k) = round
(
NMS(0) + ϕ(0) − ϕ(k)

+(τ̂ (k) − δ(k)t )− (τ̂ (0) − δ(0)t )
)
. (4)

In summary, the full pseudorange is estimated by usingNMS
as the millisecond part, and the sub-millisecond is obtained
by the code phase estimate. CTN can be computed either
on the device or on a back-end server. In order to compute
it on the device, the phone needs to periodically update the
ephemeris data every 30 minutes, and have a database of
the precise locations of a set of landmarks. Alternatively,
since the only device dependent data are the code phases
for each visible SV, the location computation can be moved
completely to the cloud.

LEAP for Trajectory-Based Services
LEAP is a realization of the CTN principle to reduce the
energy expense for obtaining trajectory-based services. By
not decoding GPS signal and by offloading location calcu-
lation to the cloud, LEAP can aggressively duty cycle GPS
receivers for energy efficiency.

Mobile devices have two advantages when using the CTN
principle. First, they have a fairly good time synchroniza-
tion due to the requirement from the cellular network. So it
is very unlikely to have more than 2 seconds of time error.
Secondly, the devices are almost always associated to a cell
tower, if there is one within range. Notice that the communi-
cation range of a cell tower is typically less than 5 km, which
makes the cell towers ideal reference locations for applying
CTN.

Figure 5 shows the system overview of the LEAP approach.

• On the device: The mobile device receives necessary as-

sistance for SV acquisition phase and has a coarse time
synchronized with the cellular system (as in typical AGPS).
Whenever a location reading is requested from the appli-
cation, the device performs a SV acquisition and a few
milliseconds of tracking to estimate the code phase for
each SV. It stores a LEAP tuple, including the code phases,
the current time stamp, and the associated cell ID, and
then shuts down the receiver. Note that a GPS receiver can
see at most 12 SVs at the same time. So each LEAP tu-
ple is at most 40 bytes long, including two bytes for each
code phase, 8 bytes for time stamp, and 8 bytes for cell
tower ID. When a TBS is requested based on T seconds of
history, the device sends the LEAP tuples collected in the
last T seconds as part of the service request. A traditional
mobile GPS would send three double precision numbers
for latitude, longitude, and altitude (total of 24 bytes) and
an 8-byte time stamp for each point in a trajectory. So the
communication cost between LEAP and traditional mo-
bile GPS is comparable.

• On the server: To support the LEAP mode, each TBS
server first converts the set of LEAP tuples into a trajec-
tory. This is relatively straightforward using Eq. (4) when
the server maintains ephemeris for all SVs and a (rough)
location database for all cell towers. Since the locations
are computed on the server, mechanisms for improving
GPS accuracy, such as Wide Area Augmentation System
(WAAS) [1] and differential GPS can be easily applied.

In US, National Geodetic Survey computes the orbits of
GPS satellites and publishes them using the Standard GPS
(SP3) Format. The ultra rapid data has a 6-hour latency,
which can be extrapolated to estimate real-time orbit in-
formation at relatively high accuracy. Obviously, a set of
servers can receive and decode the same ephemeris data
sent from the satellite for most up to date orbit informa-
tion.

While carriers typically do not publish their cell tower lo-
cations, there are open source projects, such as OpenCel-
lID6, that build cell tower databases by crowd sourcing.
Note that LEAP does not require precise cell tower loca-
tions, since they only provide a rough reference point to
compute NMS.

In comparison, a naive method of mobile-station-assisted A-
GPS can send raw GPS data, with the amount of 1023 bits/ms
to a server. As we will show later, to obtain accurate location
comparable to standalone GPS, one may need more than a
hundred milliseconds of raw data. Thus, LEAP leverages lo-
cal computation that GPS receivers already do to reduce the
amount of data being sent.

Receiver Duty Cycling
LEAP’s energy benefit comes first and foremost from of-
floading packet decoding and location calculation to the cloud.
However, if the RF frontend and the satellite tracking pro-
cess have to run continuously between consecutive location
samples during trajectory collection, then a significant part
of the GPS receiver have to remain active all the time.
6http://opencellid.org

http://opencellid.org
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On the other hand, shutting down and resuming only the
satellite tracking component is not as trivial as it seems. The
time gap between two tracking processes can cause feedback
loop instability, introduce large CP errors, or even lead to a
failure to acquire any satellite. So how to duty cycle a GPS
receiver must be carefully considered. In this session, we
present a mechanism for fast re-acquisition based on previ-
ous tracking results, so that the receiver can be turned off
completely between readings for better energy saving.

It is necessary to first describe the typical acquisition process
when there is no prior knowledge of time or code phases.
As shown in Figure. 6, when a GPS receiver starts, it must
search in both frequency bins (caused by Doppler effect) and
code phase bins (caused by imprecise time) to lock each SV.
Given±10KHz frequency uncertainty, 500Hz frequency bin
and code length of 1, 023 chips7, in the worst case there are
41, 943 search cells in total (the dashed area in Figure. 6).
Without any acceleration, the search input data rate is 1ms/cell.
Thus a brute-force search process will take more than 40 sec.
exhaustively traverse the search space. Much work has been
done to speed up the initial acquisition (e.g. massive paral-
lel correlation, parallel frequency search [17], parallel code
phase search [18]), however, little has been done on search
space reduction based on a previously known SV lock — a
process we call reacquisition or reacq for short.

Assume that the GPS receiver has locked to each visible SV,
computed their CPs, and went to the sleep mode for T sec-
onds. When it wakes up, the local carrier frequency and
code phase would have changed due to the movement of
satellites, of the user, and the local clock bias. The changes
of frequency and code phase imply cell movement in Fig-
ure. 6. Based on the previously locked cell, and the duration
of sleep, the goal is to reduce search space for LEAP to a
small neighborhood, rather than searching the whole space
again.

The key observation we want to leverage is that a small
moving distance of the user in a short period of time only
7We simplify the problem description here. In practice, the search
unit of code phase is usually half chip, which means totally 2, 046
search cells for one frequency bin.

Table 1. Coarse-time Search Settings (courtesy from [16])

# of Satellites 8
# of Correlation Channels 12

Satellite Velocity ±3 chips/s(at ±800m/s)
GPS Receiver Frequency Drift 3 ppm

Maximum User Speed 160 km/h
Doppler Effect by User Motion ±468Hz

Reference Frequency Error ±157.5Hz(±100 ppb)
Vertical Error ±100m
Frequency Bin 500Hz
Code Length 1, 023 chips

One Tracking Iteration 1ms

causes small frequency and code phase changes. For ex-
ample, for less than a 3 km distance, all points fall within
±3Hz Doppler frequency shifts and ±11 chips code phase
shifts. Table. 1 sets some parameters for deriving the reac-
quisition search space. We assume the user moves at a max-
imum speed of 160 km/h and 8 SVs are visible. We also
assume the GPS receiver has 12 correlation channels, which
is very conservative comparing to the state-of-art devices.

At the maximum 160 km/h(≈44.5m/s) speed, T -second sleep
duration results in ±44.5T m horizontal location difference.
If 44.5T < 3km , the Doppler shift from the reference posi-
tion (last position) is less than 3Hz. In addition, a T -second
sleep introduces extra frequency error up to T s×0.8Hz/s
= 0.8T Hz. By adding these to the local frequency drift and
Doppler shift caused by user motion, the maximum assisted-
frequency search space is ±(157.5 + 468 + 3 + 0.8T ) =
±(628.5+0.8T )Hz. For example if T = 60swe can reduce
the frequency search space to within −676.5 to +676.5Hz
of the previous lock. Considering that each frequency bin is
500Hz, searching in the nearby 3 bins is sufficient.

Next, the reacq process needs to search all possible code
phases, at a minimum rate of 1 s for each frequency bin.
If we assume 12 correlation channels searching in parallel,
reacq can finish searching the first satellite within 250ms.

After the first satellite is locked, reacq can use the code phase
differences between SVs from previous tracking results to
further reduce the code phase search range. Considering
±11 chips code phase shift due to user motion, ±11 chips
code phase shift due to local clock frequency uncertainty,
and±3 chips per second code phase shift due to satellite mo-
tion, the reference clock error can be estimated as 2 × 11+
2 × 3 × T chips. For example, for T = 10 s, we need to
search ±82 chips, while for T = 60 s, we need to search
±382 chips.

Given that bin searching is a relatively simple operation in
hardware, reacq can be done in real time. So the time con-
sumed by the receiver is the time it needs to collect the
data. Putting everything together when T = 10 s, the to-
tal reacquisition time is ≤ 414ms; and for T = 60 s, it is
≤ 1, 014ms.

Based on the analysis above, LEAP uses a three phase duty
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Figure 7. Duty cycling of the GSP receiver in LEAP.
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cycle after the initial full acquisition — sleep, reacquisition,
and tracking — as shown in Figure. 7. Assuming maxi-
mal vehicle speeds, the longest time that the GPS receiver
can sleep is about a minute. Beyond that the small vari-
ation assumption is violated and the device must perform
an exhaustive search again. After sleeping, LEAP performs
a light-weight reacquisition to re-initiate the tracking loop.
The length of the tracking loop is determined by the accu-
racy requirement of the application. One set of code phases
is produced by each tracking loop. Due to the noise in the
extremely weak GPS signal and the multi-path effect, the re-
ceiver must collect sufficient number of CP samples to tease
out location errors. In the next section, we will show empir-
ically that 300ms tracking loops give good enough location
outputs.

EVALUATION
Since no off-the-shelf GPS chip outputs low-level code phase
information through a programmable interface, we evalu-
ate LEAP using raw GSP data traces and a software-defined
GPS implementation [3], which we modified to simulate re-
ceiver duty cycles and computation offloading.

We collect about 10 sets of raw GPS data at three differ-
ent locations using a SiGe GN3S sampler version 2 don-
gle (available from Sparkfun Electronics8), as shown in Fig-
ure 8. Each data set includes the baseband GPS signal sam-
pled at 16MHz for at least 30 second long to cover complete
GPS packets.
8http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_
info.php?products_id=8238

We use a standalone Garmin GPS Map 60CS9 device to sur-
vey the “ground truth” of these locations, which themselves
have about 15m accuracy. A fourth location is used to simu-
late a nearby cell tower. During our experiments, the Gamin
GPS produces dilution of precision (DOP) values 5 or 6,
which are consider good or moderate. Table 2 shows all
the positions (latitude and longitude), the precision, and the
number of satellites in view at the moment we collected the
positions.

For ephemeris data, we used Ultra-Rapid Orbits available
on the International GNSS Service (IGS) website10. These
orbits provide precision estimates of the SV’s position and
clock rate. Thus, it provides all information required by
LEAP.

To evaluate the accuracy of our approach, we calculate the
errors between LEAP’s output and the outputs from the un-
modified software implementing standard GPS processing.
It is noteworthy that the values presented here represents
how far our approach is from a similar standalone GPS im-
plementation when the same signal trace is used. In addi-
tion to regular GPS error sources, LEAP adds the following
possible errors: (i) the position is calculated by using code
phases samples closer to each other than regular GPS; these
samples are more likely to suffer temporary noise, (ii) the
LEAP lock loops (PLL and DLL) run for less time than typ-
ical GPS; sometimes it may incur to less accurate results,
and (iii) the use of CTN technique can also cause numerical
errors.

We conduct our experiments with the following LEAP ex-
amples: (i) LEAP010, (ii) LEAP050, (iii) LEAP100, (iv)
LEAP300, and (v) LEAP500. The numeral suffix corre-
sponds to the amount of milliseconds of the signal used in
the tracking phase – 10, 50, 100, and 300 milliseconds.

Given one-millisecond of signal, we are able to estimate a
pseudorange for each SV, and therefore the receiver’s posi-
tion. Thus, we compute the final position using two different
measures of central tendency: (i) the mean, and (ii) the me-
dian of a given number of chunks. Taking average from a
set of positions is a common strategy in regular GPS to re-
move noise. However, median is also known to be resilient
to outliers. In our analysis, we consider the maximum of
50 equally spaced chunks used for noise reduction. That is,
even when we run 500 tracking loops, a set of code phases
are only collected every 10ms.

The number of satellites
Figure 9 shows the average absolute error with respect to the
number of satellites in view, for each location and strategy
used (mean or median). It shows that the the number of satel-
lites in view poses a strong influence on the error quality.
Observe that, generally, when the receiver can see only five
satellites (the minimum for LEAP), all strategies present the
largest errors. When the number of satellites increases, the
error decreases steeply. We can also see that median values
9http://www8.garmin.com/products/gpsmap60cs

10http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/

http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=8238
http://www.sparkfun.com/commerce/product_info.php?products_id=8238
http://www8.garmin.com/products/gpsmap60cs
http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/


Table 2. Evaluation Data Points
Location Latitude Longitude Precision (m) # of Satellites Distance to the “cell tower”

Assumed Cell Tower 47.64168◦ −122.14081◦ ±5.18 9 –
Location A 47.63006◦ −122.14433◦ ±4.57 10 1.23 km
Location B 47.64337◦ −122.13928◦ ±4.27 10 0.220 km
Location C 47.66941◦ −122.14373◦ ±4.88 8 3.09 km
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Figure 9. Error in function of the number of satellites and location

Table 3. Outliers Statistics
Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.

253.9 314.6 414.8 486.6 517.8 1773.0

are more robust to outliers than the mean values, especially
for Locations A and C when LEAP10 is used.

Tracking Time
Figure 10 shows the behavior of the absolute error with re-
spect to tracking time, at various locations and using dif-
ferent strategies (mean or median). In the plot, the lower
and upper box limits represent the 1st and 3th quartiles, re-
spectively, the whiskers represent a range 1.5 times the IQR
(interquartile range), and the points that eventually appear
below or above the whiskers range are considered outliers.
The black dots represent the mean value. To better visual-
ize this plot, we removed the most significant outliers with
error larger than 250m. These result in 76 samples among
4000 computed. The noise and distortion in GPS signals are
likely to lead to these bad points, which are not uncommon
in standard GPS. Some statistics of the outliers are presented
in Table 3. These bad conditioned samples can be easily de-
tected and removed in a TBS, for instance, comparing the
actual position to prior positions and checking its plausibil-
ity.
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Figure 10. Error in function of the number of chunks and location.
About 2% of data were considered outlier and are omited from this
plot

Observe that LEAP300 leads to absolute error less than 50m
for 75% (above the 3th quartile) of the samples, and the
mean values are typically less than 40m. Moreover, LEAP300
only presents 4 samples into the set of removed outliers,
while, for instance, LEAP10 contributes 23 samples. Those
results indicate that LEAP300 represents a good trade-off
between accuracy, stability, and energy saving. It is note-
worthy that the median can help to avoid some outliers and
should be used.

So LEAP naturally provides accuracy/energy tradeoff. If the
application requires only a city block accuracy, even 10ms
tracking is acceptable. By using 300 and 500ms, and when
the median is used, the error is very similar to regular GPS
devices even when the number of satellites in view is low.

Energy Consumption
The energy savings offered by using the LEAP mode in prac-
tical usage scenarios are evaluated next using real user lo-
cation traces. The location traces are collected by asking
volunteers to run a data collection application on their mo-
bile devices. This application continuously samples loca-
tion, stores them locally, and uploads the trace once a day
to our server. The trace data set consists of 18 unique users
from US, Europe, and Africa, with 1 to 20 days of data per
user. Each user’s trace has different periods of satellite visi-



bility depending on where they live, work, and travel.

Consider two types of scenarios:

Trajectory Tracking: For this scenario, the user location
is tracked continuously throughout the day at a few minutes
granularity (once a minute in our runs) at moderate accu-
racy (40m). The data is uploaded when the user has wired
power, so communication energy is ignored. Such usage is
representative to applications that mine user behavior over
time, or collect movement patterns over large populations
(e.g. skyhook). The location data is not required instanta-
neously.

Local Social: In this scenarios, location is tracked contin-
uously every few seconds (6 s in our runs) at high accuracy
and uploaded to a cloud service every 5minutes. Such us-
age represents social networking applications to find friends
meeting at a public place, advertisement applications to track
user movement and suggest currently relevant local services
and/or products, and services that require recent motion tra-
jectory. In this type of scenarios, the communication energy
of uploading location is important.

It is tempting to compare LEAP with WiFi-based location
services. If we consider proper duty cycling, the amortized
energy expense is about the same for the two approaches
without hardware optimization for LEAP. And both require
communication to the server for location resolution. How-
ever, not all places have WiFi coverage. In our dataset, on
average 25% locations do not have WiFi in sight, especially
when driving on highways. In addition, WiFi services typ-
ically provide 30 ∼ 100m location accuracy, while LEAP
can provide better accuracy 10 ∼ 40m with same energy ex-
pense. So we focusing on comparing LEAP with standard
GPS solutions in this section.

We perform the evaluation based on trace-driven simulation.
We assume that location tracking is turned off when the de-
vice does not have GPS visibility, such as indoors, and an au-
tomated mechanism using a low energy sensor, accelerom-
eter [19], is available to resume GPS use when user move-
ment is detected. This implies that savings from LEAP ac-
crue only when GPS satellite visibility is available, making
our comparison disadvantageous for LEAP since savings for
other parts of the day are suppressed.

Energy Model: There is no GPS receiver on the market that
is optimized for LEAP. For example, in the ideal case, when
the GPS receiver is not involved in decoding the satellite
packets, corresponding parts should be turned off. To eval-
uate energy benefits, we take a loose assumption that LEAP
uses the same power as a regular GPS receiver when it is
active. We assume the same GPS hardware for both LEAP
and without LEAP, using an average draw of 400mW when
powered on (brief impulses of higher power are observed for
non-LEAP GPS for certain calculations such as least squares
phase, and are ignored, making the comparison disadvan-
tageous for LEAP). So the main energy differences come
from duty cycling: with LEAP, the GPS only needs to be

turned on for 1024ms for each location sample at 60 s in-
terval and 40m accuracy. Without LEAP, the GPS requires
5 s for each location sample, every 60 s. When sampling ev-
ery 6 s with high accuracy, LEAP mode requires 414ms per
sample, while a regular GPS have to stay powered on.

To make the simulation evaluation close to reality, we also
measured the energy use for accelerometer sampling (259mJ
for 1s of sampling) for motion detection, and location trace
upload (10.1 J for 5 minutes of location trace) relevant to the
second scenario.

Figure 11 shows the energy savings provided by LEAP. Since
different users have different number of days worth of data
and the absolute energy usage varies widely, we normal-
ize the data to the energy usage on non-LEAP mode and
plot only the percentage savings. Savings are significant
for many users. The users for which savings are small are
mostly ones for whom GPS visibility was available only for
small time windows during the entire day and the energy use
is dominated primarily by the accelerometer sampling. The
actual energy use is very different at 60 s sampling and 6 s
sampling with upload but the percentage savings are simi-
lar. This happens because the communication energy of an
upload every 5 minutes is negligible compared to GPS sam-
pling every 6 s.
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Figure 11. Energy savings from LEAP mode in two representative sce-
narios. Users #12 and #14 experience less energy saving than others
mainly because they have little or almost no GPS visibility during the
experimental periods.

RELATED WORK
GPS embraces a rich body of research by itself. Most of
them around the receiver design and the signal processing
algorithms in them to improve the speed and accuracy of ob-
taining the first fix. For instance, [15] present a comprehen-
sive survey on signal processing techniques used in AGPS
systems. Sirilo [2, 13] and van Diggelen [16] show different
approaches on how to model the GPS positioning equations
and how to solve them without decode any portion of data
when some assistance is provided. Those solutions are use-
ful when the receiver can use assisted data from the network,
thus, they can decrease the TTFF and allow the use of GPS
devices even when data decoding is not possible such as in
presence of noise, shadow and incomplete data. Their work
directly motivated us to study the duty cycle and energy ef-
ficiency of GPS sensing and lead us to the LEAP solution.



Energy efficiency of location sensing on mobile devices have
drawn great attention in recent years. Several pieces of work
look into using alternative sensors to infer when to invoke
GPS sensing. For example, [9] propose a smart mechanism,
namely A-Loc, which automatically determines the dynamic
accuracy requirement for mobile search applications. A-Loc
chooses the sensor that saves energy while attend the appli-
cation’s accuracy requirements. This approach relies on the
idea that location applications do not always need the highest
available accuracy. To do so, they use a Bayesian estimation
framework to model the location and sensor errors, and thus,
choose the most adequate sensor.

Paek et al. [12] propose a rate adaptive GPS-based position-
ing for smart-phones. They argue that, due the so-called ur-
ban canyons problem, even GPS sensor is not able to provide
a high accuracy position, thus, the device should be turned
off. In those situations, alternatively, they use other location
mechanism such as accelerometer, space-time history, cell
tower blacklisting and Bluetooth to decrease the active time
of GPS devices.

Zhuang et al. [19] present an adaptive location-sensing frame-
work to reduce the use of GPS device in various scenarios.
Their framework is based on four design principles: (i) sub-
stitution, where alternative location-sensing mechanisms are
used instead of GPS device; (ii) suppression, where the in-
formation provided by other sensor can suppress the use of
the GPS device, for instance, if the accelerometer can iden-
tify that the user is not moving, the GPS can be turned off;
(iii) piggybacking, that synchronizes location request from
different applications, and (iv) adaptation that adjust sensing
parameters when the battery level is low.

In comparison, we take a very different, and orthogonal, ap-
proach to solving energy efficient location sensing problem
by looking into the GPS sensing principle and investigating
what can be duty cycled and what can be moved to the cloud.
LEAP can be used in combination with other location sens-
ing frameworks transparently.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a low energy GPS sensing solution called
LEAP that is particularly suitable for enabling trajectory-
based services for mobile devices. By looking into the GPS
signal processing stages and applying the coarse-time navi-
gation method, we found a sweet spot to divide GPS sens-
ing between mobile devices and the cloud. As a result, the
GPS receiver only needs to perform code phase detection
for hundreds of milliseconds and thus can be aggressively
duty cycled for energy saving. Through energy analysis and
trace-driven simulation, we observe that the energy benefit
of LEAP compared to traditional GPS on mobile phones can
be up to 80%.
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